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Spiral Hot Pad
This is a quick, easy and useful way to use single blocks -- enjoy them every time  

you take something delicious from the oven.  They make great gifts too! 
Finished size: 8” square

Materials for each hot pad:
1 spiral block 8-1/2” square (unfinished)  
       (The photo and attached template are a Point-to-Point 
       spiral, but you can use any spiral block.) 
1/8 yd. each one light and one dark fabric
1 square of fabric 8-1/2” square, for backing  
     (best if it is one of the colors in the spiral)
2-1/2” x 40” bias-cut strip of fabric that matches backing  
      or one of the colors in the spiral, for binding 
1 square of Insulbrite batting 8-1/2” square  
     (It has a reflective layer that blocks heat)
1 square of thin batting (any fiber) 8-1/2” square
Tools (in addition to standard sewing tools):
1 8-1/2” x 11” sheet translucent foundation material  
      Recommended: EQ Printables Foundation Sheets (available from www.ranaemerrillquilts.com) 
Add-a-Quarter tool 
Painter’s tape (I use this instead of pins) 
A drinking glass approximately 3” in diameter
Directions ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Spiral Block: Make any type of spiral block according to the instructions in Simply Amazing Spiral Quilts  
(page numbers are on the template page of this pattern.) Trim block to 8-1/2” square. Remove foundation, if paper.
Quilt: Layer backing (right side down), one layer of Insulbrite (shiny side up), one layer of regular batting and 
spiral block (right side up).  Pin together at corners.  Quilt along edges of spokes of spiral and around center.   
Trim to 8” square.  
Use the drinking glass to mark three curved corners.  Starting from the square corner, baste edges 1/8” from edge, 
stitching along curved line at corners.  Trim curved corners 1/8” outside stitching.
Bind edges: Press binding strip in half lengthwise with right side out. 
Pin binding to back of hot pad, with raw edges of strip at edge of hot pad.  Begin with the end of the binding strip 
even with the edge at the square corner.  Don’t cut off the excess binding. 
Beginning at square corner, stitch 1/4” from raw edge.  When you return to the square corner, just before sewing 
over the binding where you started, turn the folded edge of the binding at the starting point to the front and  
catch it in the binding seam.  Don’t cut off the excess binding.  
Turn folded edge of binding to front and pin into place.  Starting about 1-1/2” below where the excess binding  
xtends from the square corner, stitch along folded edge of binding with a narrow zigzag stitch.  
Make a hanging loop: On the excess binding, fold the raw edges under the folded edge and zigzag along edge,  
beginning at the inside edge of the binding that has been sewn on.  (There will be an unsewn opening about 1/2” 
wide between this starting point and where you began to sew the binding onto the hot pad.)  
Trim excess binding to 4-1/2” from edge of hot pad.  Tuck end of strip into the un-stitched section of binding.   
Zigzag over opening in binding to hold loop in place.
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Point-to-Point Spiral Template for Hot Pad
To sew this Point-to-Point spiral block, follow instructions in Simply Amazing Spiral Quilts by RaNae Merrill 

For other types of spirals: see pages 10-22 or use templates from the CD in SASQ. 
Preparing the foundation: pages 84-86 (Alternate light and dark colors in the spokes) 

Cutting fabric: pages 88-89    Sewing instructions for all spirals: pages 90-93 
Sewing a spiral: Nesting or Baravelle spiral, pages 94-95; Point-to-Point or Pinwheel spiral, pages 96-98  

To print templates  
at the correct size:  

In the Print dialogue box of 
Adobe Acrobat, look below 
the “Number of Copies” box 
to find “Page Scaling.”  In 

the drop-down menu, select 
“None” so that the template 

prints at actual size.


